These alphabet worksheets aren’t your typical “busy work” worksheets. Used with manipulatives, they are a hands-on way to practice and play with letters and their sounds.

Be sure to visit my blog for more alphabet fun and thousands more worksheets that aren’t so typical.

~Becky
This Reading Mama
Letter Aa Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

V  A  a
a  g  A
a  A  Z

Color the pictures

ax  ant  astronaut

alligator  apple  alphabet

Make a pattern

A  a  A  a  A  a
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Letter Cc Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Dd Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

D d B
O d D
D P d

Color the pictures

dolphins
diamond
duck
doll
dinosaur
dog

Make a pattern

D d D D d d
Letter Ee Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Ff Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Hh Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

r
H
h
H
h
h

Color the pictures

hand
heart
horse
house
hammer
hen

Make a pattern

H H h H h H H h h
Letter Ii Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

I L i
i I j

Color the pictures

interstate
instruments
insect

itch
iguana
igloo

Make a pattern

I i I i I i
Letter Jj Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Make a pattern

Color the pictures
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Letter Kk Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter L Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Color the pictures

- leg
- log
- ladybug
- lamp
- left
- lunch

Make a pattern

L L L L L L
Letter Mm Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

M  m  u
Z  N  m
M  m  M

Color the pictures

- moon
- mail
- mushroom
- mouse
- muffin
- mop

Make a pattern

M m M M m m
Letter Nn Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

M n N
Z N n
n

Color the pictures

q
net
nine
nail
nurse
nest
nose

Make a pattern

N n N N n n
Letter Oo Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Pp Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Find the letters P, p, y, g, P, p, p, R, P.

Color the pictures

Color the pictures: pizza, pumpkin, pot, pig, popcorn, pencil.

Make a pattern

Letter Qq Activity Sheet

Trace the letter:

Find the letter:

q Q q q
Q j o Q g

Color the pictures:
- quiet
- quarter
- queen
- quail
- question
- quilt

Make a pattern:

Q q Q Q q Q q
Letter Rr Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Ss Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Tt Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Color the pictures

- tiger
- ten
- toe
- teeth
- tent
- turtle

Make a pattern

T t T t T t T t
Letter Uu Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

under
umpire
underwear
umbrella

Make a pattern
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Letter Ww Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

w W N
E W w
w z W

Color the pictures

wheel
wand
watch
watermelon
wave
wall

Make a pattern

W W W W W W
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Letter Xx Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

N x X x k

Color the pictures

xylophone

x-ray

box

ox

fox

ax

Make a pattern

X X X X X X X X
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Letter Zz Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Z z F
z k N
Z z Z

Color the pictures

zucchini
zigzag
zebra
zipper
zoo
zero

Make a pattern

Z Z Z Z Z Z Z